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the suit as a class action. The court stated that although "there are
certainly similarities ... in how different BCBS entities dealt with
the possibility of provider challenges to recoupment determinations,
they did not all deal with this in a way that can fairly be described
as 'uniform."' 1 6
The plaintiffs also moved for certification of a subscriber class
represented by individual plan member Katherine Hopkins against
Anthem Ohio of Blue Cross Blue Shield. The court deferred
consideration of this motion pending resolution of Hopkins' case,
which was reviewed in January 2012. 17 Hopkins claimed that she
received medical services at a local hospital for which BCBS paid
in full. Two years later, however, Hopkins received a bill from the
hospital informing her that Anthem Ohio had recouped funds it had
paid to the hospital, making her liable for the balance.18 Hopkins was
not given an opportunity to appeal the recoupment. She therefore
filed suit, contending in her complaint that she was deprived of
her right to a "full and fair review" of all claims denied. 19 The
court ruled that Hopkins lacked standing to bring suit because the
contested payments were for co-pays that she owed to BCBS and,
thus, she had no claim for benefits and no right to relief.20 Given
that the plaintiffs lacked standing, judgment was subsequently
granted for BCBS.
While the court's conclusion that the plaintiffs lacked standing in
these suits are in accordance with the provisions of ERISA, the legal
result is problematic for several reasons. The issue of fraudulent
"recoupment" extends far beyond the $600 payment of one BCBS
plan member and the "ordinary work" of health care providers.
BCBS is clearly in violation of the ERISA provisions that guarantee
the subscriber's right to appeal a recoupment, but the courts have
thus far provided the plaintiffs no means of challenging these
violations. Recoupments have the potential to cause severe financial
difficulties for subscribers and major inconvenience for health care
providers and associations. Moreover, those recoupments committed
fraudulently increase the overall cost of health care, since providers
need to charge patients more to cover added costs. The inability of
the plaintiffs to bring suit against BCBS allows insurance companies
to take advantage, if not profit off, of subscribers and health care
providers.
Because BCBS's health care plans are each run by completely
separate entities, it will likely be impossible, given the decision of
the Illinois court, for those who suffer injuries from recoupments
to bring class action lawsuits. Thus, any injunctive relief to which
the plaintiffs might be entitled would differ on a plan-by-plan basis.
However, a class action lawsuit would be preferable for the plaintiffs
and BCBS subscribers because it would force the company to
amend its policies on a company-wide basis, thereby increasing the
chances of compliance with ERISA.
Our legal system also makes it difficult for individual plan members
to bring suit on allegations of recoupment. Hopkins' choice to bring
with ERISA. Her argument focuses not on her own personal loss
but on "what an insurer must apply when seeking to recover an
overpayment of benefits issued under ERISA health care plans."21
However, because a plaintiff must suffer an actual loss to have
standing in court, Hopkins' claim was not allowed to move forward.
To obtain a legal result that will force BCBS to amend its
procedures to comply more fully with ERISA, it will be necessary
for the plaintiffs to come forward with claims that meet the court's
requirements for standing. Health care providers may be able to
bring suit against BCBS entities on an individual basis, but these
suits will likely not have the impact of a large class action lawsuit.
Individual subscribers are often unwilling to become entangled in
potentially expensive and time-consuming litigation-particularly
when the amount of money at stake is relatively small. Therefore,
it may be necessary for the Department of Labor to step in and
increase enforcement of ERISA, which is clearly lacking at this
point in time. Until that occurs, or until a favorable legal result is
reached, BCBS is free to continue its practice of recouping money
from plan members, causing inconvenience and financial hardship
to these members as well as to the health care providers on which
they rely.
suit was based not on her need to recover the recouped sum of
money but to force BCBS to modify its procedures in compliance
